
It's not how much we accomplish in life that really counts,

but how much we give to others. It's not how many goals we reach, 
but how many lives we touch.

abhaya is a platform to practice the concept of “Giving & Gaining”…

let there be abhaya to all those less fortunate fellow beings…

let us give, so that we gain at times in life!

let us serve and make a difference to the world!!

Request you to please read the latest news update

which is being carefully crafted to touch your inner being.

Giving is gaining…

When we give seeds to mother earth,

we would gain crop as result of GIVING!!
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“In the process of serving the needy,
We help & transform ourselves”

You are cordially invited for

Annual Meet & 

Thanks Giving Ceremony

  

“abhaya”  

 
thDate: Saturday the 29  October, 2011

Time: 6PM 

Venue: Hotel Marriott, Hyderabad.

 For many days… weeks…months... years,
we have been experiencing the joy of serving the needy.
It's time to join together to share & inspire each other,
for the wonderful work we all did during these days.

 
Let's share the magic of transforming lives and let's introspect. 
And let's plan and try to make this world a much better place.

We look forward 
to seeing you

abhaya FOUNDATION
Abhaya, 6-3-609/140/1, Anandanagar, 

Khairathabad, Hyderabad - 500004
abhayafoundation@yahoo.com, 

www.abhayafoundation.org 

Overlooking the Hussain Sagar Lake, the 
hotel blends fresh style and traditional 
aes the t i c s  to  p rov ide  p remium 
accommodation for the business and 
leisure traveler. An ideal destination for 
conventions with the latest AV and 
interpretation facilities apart from indoor 
and outdoor banquet spaces. located at the 
central point of Hyderabad!

Marriott Hotel
Hyderabad

We hope you would make a difference to the 
occasion with your gracious presence.

CS PS Rao, Trustee of Abhaya very kindly 
took a lead to impress up on the 
Management Team of Hotel and they 
graciously considered our request to be 
our Host for the event. 

Sri AVS Raju, the Founder Chairman of 
NCC Group, Hyderabad kindly consented 
to be the Chief Guest for the event and 
abhaya well wishers simultaneously 
working to bring some very important 
personalities to the event adding glitter for 
the event.

Please block your evening with 
your family members to be there 
for the event between 6-10pm… 
YOU would be inspired of your 
association with abhaya. 



This appeal is seeking the support of corporate in the country. You are aware Request you to kindly go through the contents of this news letter and 

how abhaya is able to make a difference to many who are in need in the suggest your companies to sponsor Rs.10,000/- for the annual event. We 

country since 2006 irrespective of their caste, color, cadre, religion, region, would assure you that this would be momentous occasion for many 

language etc., Abhaya  aims at improving quality of life in terms of connected to abhaya. The corporate logo's would be appropriately 

"H.E.A.R.T." (HEATLHCARE, EDUCARE, AWARENESS, RURAL displayed at the event.

DEVELOPMENT and TRANSFORMATION). 
abhaya appeal to all the well wishers to kindly impress up on your 

We are having our annual function "Thanks Giving" on Saturday, 29th company's management to be the sponsor for the event and encourage us 

October 2011 at Marriott Hotel, Hyderabad. While we extend a warm to do more good work in the country.

invitation to  you to be there at the event, we seek your kind hearted 

support in arranging a corporate sponsorship for the event.  There would be Please mail us with your support to 
beneficiaries, well wishers, professionals and other special invitees at the 

abhaya@abhayafoundation.org by 5th October' 
program who are connected to abhaya foundation across the country. 

2011, so that the team would connect to you. 
Abhaya has been enlisted in the Dossier of NGO's brought out by CII AP. You 

-abhaya Teammay please visit www.abhayafoundation.org for detailed information. 

abhaya appeal to corporate well-wishers 



“ H E A RT ” Health Care Update

Abhaya thank NCCians who stood besides 
Chittibabu & Family who together pooled 
about Rs.1,00,000/- to save Mrs 
Chittibabu. It was an inspiring coordinated 
effort of all the colleagues of Chittibabu 
who are working at NCC. They all make 
use of abhaya's plat form to translate their 
good thought of helping Chittibabu in to 
action. All the credit goes to various 
working professionals who 
came forward to help 
someone around them. 
- abhaya Team

Abhaya considering their hopeless Can Manga alone  care the special kids? condition, suggested them to visit 
Sweekar – Upakar, the specialist 

Manga brought 2 of her little 
hospital for such special kids. 

daughters Sirisha (16) and 
Doctors after initial check up, 

Divya(13) to abhaya. They are 
preliminary tests suggested to get 

from a lower middle class family 
trained at their special school for a 

residing at Lungar House, 
period of one year and also 

Hyderabad. These 2 special kids 
prescribed medicines. Abhaya 

whose disability could not be 
readily supported them to buy 

recognized by the family 
medicines for two months and 

members at the young age. They 
consulted the Principal of the 

are presently not in a position to 
school, she reduced the Fee from 

speak, walk and even stand 
Rs.16000/- to Rs.8000/- for two 

p rope r l y.  The i r  pa r en t s  
months. Abhaya paid the fee and 

consulted many doctors within 
admitted the girls in the school. 

their reach, but they are not in a 
This case is being closely monitored 

position to bare the expenses as 
and in case if further help is needed 

the family is sustained by only 
post 2 months, the same would be 

single income of the husband, 
given to them based on the need.

who is a driver. 

Sachina was admitted in the hospital 

last month and her condition was 

critical. Her parents could somehow 

took care of the situation and she is 

now recovering. Abhaya well wisher 

Lalitha, Vizag visited abhaya team and 

requested to continue monthly 

support to them for few more months. 

The concerning point is that though 

the parents are being cautioned about 

next child, they did not understood 

and Sushma is now carrying!!! Abhaya 

really did not understood how they 

take care of the growing family needs 

now with such developments.

Abhaya thank       ians who stood besides 
Chittibabu & Family

Mission Sachina… her mother again 
carrying!!



Mission Neeraja: an appeal from St. John's

This is regarding Ms. Soma 

Neeraja (Hospital No.2786252) 

D/o Mr. Ramaiah, (3/48, 

Ananthasamudram, Pullampet 

(Mandal), Kadapa District, 

Andrapradesh)  11 years old 

girl, she has been diagnosed as 

end stage renal disease, and 

advised renal replacement 

therapy in the form of renal 

transplantation as a life saving 

measure. Her mother is willing 

to donate one of her kidneys to 

Ms. Soma Neerja. The approximate expenses of treatment is as follows:

Pre-transplant dialysis Rs. 25000/ month X 3 months 75,000/

Renal Transplantation surgery (Surgery package) 2,00,000/-

Donor work up 30,000/-

Recipient work-up 50,000/- 

HLA and Tissue cross match 22,000/-

 Medicines 50,000/-

Total               4,27,000/-

Post Transplant medicines approximately Rs.10, 000/ per month lifelong. The 

family belongs to low socioeconomic status; kindly consider the child for 

financial assistance. All contributions may sent in favour of “St. John's 

Medical College Hospital, Bangalore” mentioning name and hospital 

Number of the patient.

Soma Neeraja is the only child for the parents, she lost her two elder brothers. 

Kindly find attached photograph of the child. We request Abhyans to kindly 

support  this child for kidney transplantation surgery.

Dr. Kishore Phadke                                         Mr.Bijo T Jose

Professor of Pediatric Nephrology                 Medical Social Worker

Children's Kidney Care Centre                       +91-9448680623

Dept of Pediatrics

St. John's Medical College Hospital, Bangalore- 34.      

Note: Above mentioned figures are approximate, the actual figures may vary

Krishna Sharma, M.Sc., breathing love... Krishna Sharma, M.Sc., breathing love... 

Now looking forward 
to have kind support 
of abhayans to meet 
the monthly expenses 
of this family (say Rs. 
5,000/- pm) for next 
one year or so.

Santosh Nexus… 
visited abhaya 
He is fully recovered and invited the Team for 
dinner at his Home. He wish to convey his 
gratitude to all those who helped him when he 
was struggling for live.

Working professional of Hitech City supporting 

Ganesh

Few Volunteers working at 

various Software Companies at 

Hitech City at Hyderabad came 

together to support Mission 

Ganesh. They all expressed 

their solidarity to Ganesh and 

family in facing the challenge. 

Abhaya in touch with the teams 

lead by Ms. Pavithra and Mr. 

Rohit for pooling the needed 

resources. The estimated cost 

of second leg amputation would 

be around Rs. 1 lakh. As of now 

the team pooled  about 

Rs.25,000/- and abhaya also 

ready with Rs. 25,000/-. Once 

the amount needed is ready, Dr. 

Sulapani, MD, Rajyalakshmi 

Hospital, Hyderabad would operate him and provide him relief… abhaya appeal to all those 

who can to lend their hands of help to this Mission.



“ H E A RT ” Edu Care Update

I am fine here and hope you are well and good there. I herewith provide my 
Monthly report for the month of August. 

 I stood in 1st position in EAMCET Exam but not fared well in IPE and 
Mid-2 exam. My sir scolded me for getting that many less marks in eamcet grand 
test (date 5th)

Participated in Sundays bhajans.i went to medical camp on  28th of aug month to 
MeruguDoddi village. And  I have participated  in door to door bhajans. 

On rakshabandhan day I have tied rakhi to  brother chakri and he gifted Rs 100/-. I 
have learnt a new song “Madhura mohana 
ghanashyama sundara sai '' and some what “There 
is some one to guide me”. On august 14th I sang  a 
song “a bhoomi hamarae veeronki” and they gave 
me medal. AVOPA provided me scholarship of 
Rs.1500/- on 31st  with this money I wish to buy 
EAMCET Academy Books.

My mother conveyed regards to Abhaya  
foundation. - Sai Latha, Kurnool.

Education: 

Spiritual:

I am Leelavathi, aspirant of General Nursing. On 12 July, I called 

and visited abhaya for money for my bus fare and other expenses. 

I have taken the bus pass with some of that money. In this month I 

went to Geeta Reddy maternity hospital in J. Eshwari Bai school of 

Nursing. I have taken application form for admission into that 

institute. I went to Osmania Hospital for attestation and gave 

Rs.100/- for attestation and please excuse me for this. I visited 

abhaya with the Application with principal's contact details. 

Abhaya called the principal to explained my situation  and also 

gave a blank cheque to pay my fee. I handed over it to Ms. Anny 

madam, Principal of nursing college. She Credited the cheque for 

Rs.7500/- towards my fee and  I have the receipt for it. Thank you 

abhaya for the wonderful opportunity. 

Monthly reports from abhaya Educare Team Members

I am  Sreenivasula Reddy. I paid Rs.500 for  APTECH online exam . I wrote response sheets 
and submitted them at Hyderabad Chapter of ICSI to get eligibility for writing final exams of 
Executive Level. I attended communication skills classes for a week conducted by Ramakrishna 
Math, Hyderabad. I learned lot of things in that one week programme. They trained us as to how 
to face interviews, how to talk in public meetings and also provided public speaking tips. Now I am 
preparing for APTECH exam. I am implementing all the good things whatever I have  learned. 

I got my result of first module and I got 120 Marks. I found some loopholes in my past attempt 
with and now I am confident to clear the final exam this time by improving my skill set 

This is S.Leelavathi. I am fine and attending classes regularly. I am 

getting good marks in all the subjects. I am going to Maths tuition 

from this month, with the help of Sri Nagabhushana Rao. The lecturer 

there also teaching very well. I went my village for the vacation during 

13-16 August. 

This month, Our college conducted a seminar. I have participated in 

that. Our Lecturers suggested me to prepare well for next seminar. I 

am so happy to participate in the seminar. We celebrated Ganesh 

Chaturdhi at Madam's House. Sorry for not sending the report in time. 

I promise that I will send it by 1st from next month. Sorry for any 

mistakes in the report.

With the precious moral and financial support of ABHAYA, 
I have been successfully continuing my preparation. 
Thanks to ABHAYA for giving me an opportunity to be a 
part of "ABHAYA VALUE CENTER". The classes have been 
started. And recently I appeared in few tests which have 
been conducted by our institute. waiting for the results. I 
am confident that I performed well. Last month I stayed 
with my batch mates in a room. During that time my 
expenses/expenditure was too much of a burden for me. 
Fortunately, now I am staying at ABHAYA Value Center 

which is going to reduce my expenses by half and it is very near to my institute.  
One more advantage for me is, 4 IAS aspirants are staying beside our value 
center. It can be helpful for me to be a part of their discussions. 

Last month I have taken Rs.1500 from ABHAYA. And the remaining amount taken 
from my home ( As I have been looking into apartment maintenance works in 
holidays, the salary of my parents has been increased 1500). That is why I could 
manage  some  o f  my  expenses  w i t h  my  f am i l y  suppo r t .  
- Mahesh(aspirant of IAS)



Independence Day Celebrated at abhaya Vignan School

Abhaya Vignan School celebrated 62nd Independence Day at the School with various activities. It was yet another 
momentous occasion for the School, Staff and students to rededicate themselves for welfare of nation.

CS Mohit Gurjar & Family 
lend their hands of help 
to abhaya Value Center

Abhaya value Center established

The first ever abhaya value center has been established at Gandhi Nagar, Hyderabad. The purpose 

of setting up this value center is to provide shelter for those poor & meritorious students who are 

pursuing higher/ professional education in the city. Abhaya now can provide shelter to the eligible 

students absolutely free. This center is equipped with all amenities for comfortable living and 

ambiance for studies. Abhaya trustees Sri Subramanyam & CS PS Rao came forward to bring in 

required resources for the center. 

Right now Mahesh (IAS aspirant) & Lakshminarayan (Housekeeping) being given admission. 

Abhaya request the well wishers to please spread this for those students who are in need of shelter 

in the city may approach abhaya team for admission.



Abhaya's belief
There is only one caste – The caste of Humanity

There is only one language – The language of heart

There is only one religion – The religion of Love and

There is only one God!! – He is omnipresent.

“ H E A RT ” Awareness Update

The residents of Sri Nivas Heights, a newly constructed residential 

apartments complex near uppal lead by CS Ramakrishna Gupta & CS 

Sathish Gupta, Company Secretaries invited abhaya Founder to speak to 

the residents on the eve of they celebrating Vinayakachavithi for 5 days. It 

was a moment of joy for all the residents of the complex as the founder 

explained them the significance of festival and Lord Ganesh with his 

interactive sessions coupled with devotional group singing. Everyone over 

there being informed about abhaya and its good work and they were all 

motivated to do good work in the community. Thanks to CS Ramakrishna & 

CS Sathish for their innovative idea to spread the cause of abhaya.

Abhaya Founder @ Hyderabad Chapter

 of ICSI – Addressed MSOP particiopants

Abhaya Founder @ Sri Nivas Heights, Uppal for Ganesh Chavithi

Who are the real associates?

The real time associates of abhaya are those, 

nwho thrive for the spiritual development, 

nwho has complete belief in the organization that they work for,

nwho can live the message of abhaya and 

nwho were known as Noble people in the society.

Further, while serving the needy in the society the abhayan 

must feel from the heart that he is living the message of 

abhaya in true sense of transforming himself in the 

process. Such thoughts must come from the roots of heart.



Abhaya Software to be launched on 

29th Oct'2011@Hyd:

Abhaya software aiming to have a paperless environment is being developed on 

fast track by the team of Software professionals in consultation with experts in 

the field. The I phase is nearer completion. Abhaya volunteer team working at 

NIC is driving the development team lead by MCA graduate Jaya, she is 

developing the software on a web application, so that it can be accessible from 

anywhere in the world. Abhaya is planning to release this software on the eve of 

Thank Giving Ceremony which is scheduled to be held on 29th Oct'2011 at 

Hyderabad. 

There are various modules in the software: Payments, Receipts, 

Beneficiaries, Donor and Blood Donation management are some of of the 

important aspects of this software. Abhaya can generate various reports related 

to Donors, Beneficiaries and Accounts from the software and abhaya trustee KSV 

Sivakrishna is supervising the Software development. 

abhaya President S V Hari Prasad reviewing the progress of Software 
Development at Hyderabad

Abhaya - 'joy of giving'

Can one person really change the world?  Yes 

is the answer!

He can certainly make a very good start. This 

is a wonderful example of how one man's idea 

can motivate many. The Founder's concept of 

Abhaya  inspired the working professionals 

community across India, who were all willing 

to help and to get involved in god's work.  

As of date there are as many as 2000 

professionals who are associated with Abhaya 

and doing their best for those who are in need. 

It is all happened due to the joy they are 

deriving in giving. 

Giving is GAINING in life. All that Abhaya 

giving is just an email communication:

In order to make this “GIVING” as movement 

across the globe, Abhaya wish to appeal all the 

like minded people and welcome them to 

translate their thoughts in to good action by 

giving whatever they can to Abhaya 

Foundation during the month of October'2011.

nBe part of Abhaya Hunt the Winter Project.

nSpread the good work amongst our friends/relatives.

nGive a surprise gift (donation receipt) to your near and dear by 

nParticipating in Blood Donation camps.

nSaving and spending money for a good cause.

nSparing time for the society in the free time.

nGuiding young students and unemployed graduates towards a right career. 

nProviding books to poor students to complete their studies.

nVisiting Orphanages and Old Age homes in free time.

Idea is to make each one of us in the country to bring in little resources for god's work. You 

may choose the following “Giving Ideas” and register your self with 

sevak@abhayafoundation.org



Ranji Trophy Cricketer Saibaba visited abhaya:

Mr.K. Saibaba is a Former Ranji Trophy Cricketer and a double national who has represented Andhra Pradesh state 

team in canoeing.(water sports). Being NIS qualified coach with sports background represented syndicate bank more 

than two decades, having innovative ideas and social commitment to give back to the society he left lucrative bank job 

to promote this sports NGO at slum area Dhobighat, Masab tank and made the organization to become a model. 

Mr K. Saibaba was elected managing committee member in Hyderabad cricket association won with thumping 

majority while representing Moghal Pura cricket club in the year 1986-87. That year was the golden period for HCA, 

winning all the age group level interstate tournament including the proud moment. Hyderabad was a national Ranji 

trophy champions, he played a major role in building HCA cricket teams to become champions. 

Sports Coaching Foundation (SCF) is brainchild of MR.K. Saibaba who has been upholding the spirit successfully with 

active help of GHMC authorities, Govt of AP sports coaches and philanthropist.

He appreciated the initiatives of abhaya since its inception and sought the help of abhaya to establish a Computer 

Learning Center at SCF premises to impart technical education to the poor students in the locality who are not able to 

afford such computer education. 

Abhaya Founder met Padmasri AVS Raju
Soft hearted… strong willed… visionary… lion like attitude… flower like softness…hanuman like devotion… legendary in 

the country… Guinness Record holder in literacy… all these attributes belong to one single personal: 

Padmasri Sri AVS Raju, the Chairman of NCC Group.

It was really momentous occasion for the Founder of abhaya to see him personally 
thand seeking blessings for the Good Work on 17  September'11 at Samashti, 

Hyderabad.

He was kind in sparing his value time with founder and letting him to listen to his 
poetry in his own voice. He was so loving to show his Treasures in life and inspiring. 
Founder could see the huge volume of his 24,000+ poems  written and those were 
blessed by Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. 

Founder felt amazed to see him personally after knowing him for the past one decade 
or so!

Invited him to be the Chief Guest of “abhaya Annual Thank Giving Ceremony”

At the request of CS. PS Rao, Co Founder of Digvijay Coaching, such personality. He touched 5 points of the topic viz: Excellent 

NCCian CS Balachandra Sunku, addressed about 600 Individuals, Families, Profession, Society and Spirituality.

CA/CS/CWAI Students at a Motivational Work Shop conducted 
The talk inspired hundreds of students and the brief talk has 

by his Institute@ Sundaraiah Vignana Kendram, Hyderabad on 
been uploaded in you tube by the team and is available for our 

18.09.2011 for the benefit of students who had come from 
view. If in case you are interested, you may please take some 

various South Indian States and pursuing professional courses 
time at your leisure and see the same. 

at Hyderabad:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQGCyBwnUJM

He spoke about “Complete Personality” and the attributes of 

Founder addressed CA/CS/CWAI Students on “Complete Personality”



An appeal to those who wish to seek 

help on behalf of the needy!!!

nAbhaya would provide initial/immediate financial assistance in a phased 

manner.

nSimultaneously Abhaya publish an e appeal.

nThis would be further sent to Abhaya well wishers by email

nAppeal would also posted in blog, FB, Twitter etc.,

nThe Volunteer to share appeal with his contacts and identify at least 5 donors.

nAll the donations to be routed through Abhaya as they are exempted under 80G 

of IT Act.

nabhaya can also receive Foreign Contributions and it has FCRA Approval.

nVolunteers must approach electronic/print media, fm radio etc., from abhaya.

nMore is the amount needed…much is the effort needed.

nVolunteer must educate the family who is seeking help to approach MLA/MP/ 

CM,/Governor.

nVolunteer to sit with the affected family and understand if they can connect to 

positive people seeking possible help in their own circle.

nVolunteer to contact HR Heads of various IT Companies with abhaya appeal so 

that many IT professionals would extend help.Greetings and salute you for the heart you had for the lesser privileged. Believe us 

this is how good work happens in this country silently. abhaya would stand besides 
nVolunteer to have kind heart and strong will... 

you while you do work for those who are in need. As of date we have about scores of 
nAbhaya would provide all that is needed to do the above for those Volunteers critical cases and each of which needs huge resources and time. 

who wish to lead.
abhaya being very small in size, it always try to encourage the people who bring 

nIf the Volunteer is ready to lead... then they such cases to volunteer and lead their cases from front… what is needed is that:  
can visit abhaya during the week end.kind heart and strong will to pursue... this is enough to conquer the world around.

nOnce Abhaya take up the Mission then Following general action points invariably are followed in each of the cases and 
Volunteer must act as single point of contact till these are all the steps the Volunteer who brought the case to the Foundation 
the end.seeking the financial assistance. Then it would be very easy to bring a meaningful 

conclusion for the Mission: nThe Volunteer must update about the progress 

and provide all the bills for amount spent.nWe need to interview the seeker of help along with the family members about 

situation. nIf the above is not possible… then it would be 

difficult to provide help to the needy.nCapture a short interview/ impressions of the needy in video 

nIn that case let Volunteer start praying for the nLook at the similar interviews posted at abhaya gallery before shooting.
recovery of the needy by providing one time 

nCapture photos, collect Doctors estimate, present status, funds position, time help which would be normally be sanctioned on 
available. merits of the cases if the help brings in life for 

the needy.nShare your photos and contact details... stating how you connected to abhaya.



“ H E A RT ” Rural Infra Update

Ramesh and brothers doing well: 
Ramesh is regularly going to Mobile repairing classes and there is a vibration in his face and speech. 

Now we are very much confident and providing the fares for his daily transport to institute. He is 

visiting us once in two weeks to collect bus charges and in constant touch with abhaya. 

His brothers, Ramachandra and Ramesh improved a lot at Vivekananda vidya vikasa Kendra, LB 

Nagar. Abhaya pleased to note that these two brothers are in top 3 in their classes and picking things 

fast. The hostel management also taking good care of these children and we thank them in this 

regard. 

His mother also recovered well with regular medicines provided by abhaya and she got confidence in 

her voice now. Entire family has been uplifted by the foundation and we hope they will all set soon.

abhaya 

As part of its mission to spread care & love for the Community around...abhaya decided to Few instances where you find the needy in and 
take up  "Hunt the Winter" Project every year with a mission to provide 1000 blankets to the around us are as follows: 
most needy people in the streets, orphanages, villages across the state. This may cost about 

For example if we are in Bangalore and drive in posh areas such as Rs.1,50,000/- each year. 
Jayanagar, Indiranagar, Koramangla etc., we will only find goorkhas 

If you are one among those kind hearted people in the society who think that, we can do some and Doberman dogs but not poor people sleeping on the roads! 
good work...then abhaya welcomes you to be part of this service project. Hence we need to go to outskirts during the nights where the need is 

imperative like slums/temples/bus stands/railway stations/ 
orphanages etc.,

So let us go out during the night after 10.30PM in a 2/4 wheelers (let 
If one wishes to identify the people who are in need, requires their eyes and ears to be open to it be slow drive with family/friends) let  us observe around in all 
the society. Then the need would be understood by the heart. directions. Sure we notice many people who do  not have proper 

How to identify the right beneficiary:

We have 120 crore population in the country. Latest stats shows that 

50% of them do not have access to basic amenities like food, shelter, 

education etc., in the country. 

We all know during Winter we take out Warm Clothes, Rugs, Thick 

Blankets, Monkey Caps, Shawls, Room Heaters etc., some times, we 

even bring new ones for our comfort during the season...to fight the 

weather. Every winter, hundreds of people die on streets fighting cold 

weather.

You can contribute for this mission...with Rs. 100/- per blanket... 

which may be less than the cost of

movie ticket on a week end...

2 cigarette boxes... 
browsing net for an hour for a week...

a good lunch@ hotel... 

2 burgers enjoyed with a friend...or 

Join “abhaya Hunt the Winter”
Volunteer to distribute to destitute on roads 

Pool little resources for the movement
Mail to abhaya@abhayafoundation.org... 



How to identify the team for distribution and what Don't forget the following too:
kinds of logistics are involved: nCapture the images when you give blankets.

nShare your experiences with abhaya for spreading them further to motivate.Whoever is ready to volunteer for the 
nPost these things in blogs, face book, emails…then it would become a movementdistribution may join the team. We will give 

responsibility to one in the team of 4 people in nShare this with those who don't have access to net at homes with parents, spouses, 
that area. The distribution can be easily done friends...
by each family/team. Probable process of Hunt nThank god who had given us such a wonderful opportunity!
the winter would be as follows:

If we do this winter would be hunted out of our cities. Service is not an opportunity to help 
nThere must be a brief meeting with the someone…service is an opportunity to transform ourselves in that process. Let the pain in 
family/friends in regard to Hunt the Winter. our heart be relieved by doing such work for those who are in need. 
nIf everyone is game: then think about how 
each one of them can be part of this Mission.

nEstimate the need and places to cover after 
observing for a week or so before actual 
distribution.

nCalculate probable number of blankets that can be distributed by each family.

nThe mission to be shared with all the friends, neighbors, pals etc., if someone 
interested, they would join with their resources. 

nSee what the family can pool for blankets from their own savings…if there is a deficit, 
family head would provide the rest.

nIf there is still deficit, abhaya would be supporting the rest.

nBlock Saturday nights every week during the winter months (Sundays not preferred as 
the late night activity may affect next working day).

nStart in your car after 10.30PM…be on mission pray fully.

nIf there is no car, then it would happen in 2 wheelers with 2 youngsters along with 6 
blankets.

nIf there is a space in the car, motivate 2 others to join your family/team.

nThis would give a great satisfaction in working for the people who are in need.

Together Everyone Achieve MiraclesT E A Mogether veryone chieve iracles

cover on them sleeping on road sides, slums, bus shelters, bus stands, railway stations, market areas. Just identify the needy and silently go and cover them with a blanket…not even disturbing 

them from their sleep. This would be possible all across the city.  

Only thing is that we need to be little patient as if we are going to see Lord Venkateswara of Thirumala!

nIdentify the needy in and around our homes:

nConstructions sites: Tents of labour with small kids working day and night. Most of them would not have any warm clothing.

nMaid servants in our own home: May not have proper 

blankets, enquire casually and understand the need.

nNight watch men working at offices, schools, 

residences: 

nRickshaw pullers/coolies/ labour etc:  Who cannot 

afford a blanket for every member of their family!

nIdentify orphanages/old age homes and after thorough enquiry and observation we can give 

the blankets to all the inmates.

nIf we wish to help those people in the villages: Then we can plan to go little beyond 

city…then every villager is in need.  

Where to look around..



“ H E A RT ” Transformation Update

Abhaya team being invited to address 
Share Khan Team@Begumpet, Hyd.
Sri Rangarao, Branch Head of Share 
Khan@Begumpet who is leading the team 
under present situation of capital market, 
requested abhaya's Founder to address his 
team. He was inspired to know how the good 
work is being done by abhaya since many 
years and how the working professionals are 
motivated across the globe and extending 
their helping hands to abhaya's initiatives. 

His intention is to make his team be aware of critical situations in life and 
making them to be confident about their progress with focus. On the other 
hand he want his team to be connected to abhaya.

How about you to connect your colleagues to abhaya?

KSV Sivakrishna being given a laptop

Founder provided lap top to abhayan KSV Sivakrishna for 
carrying out trust work more efficiently and effectively.

Rajanikanth's Mother Smt Sridevi doing 

well with medical assistance of abhaya. His 

sister Smt Mangala Gowri also doing well 

with her kid with the help of abhaya. She is 

now working as teacher at Sri Chaitanya 

School at Lunger House at Hyderabad. 

Rajanikanth who got placement in Joys 

Alukas with the support of abhaya 

foundation could not continue his initial 

training and resigned from job thinking that 

it is better he focus on MBA. Which is not 

being informed to abhaya team. The team 

felt it as little irresponsible behaviour on the 

part of Rajanikanth. He has been advised to 

not do such things as such behaviour would 

hamper his own growth in life.

Anusha & Sowmya visited abhaya kids@SSSVM, 
Lalitha gifted them with Dresses
It is a pleasant experience for me visiting our abhaya kids in SS home,musapet.I really had a memorable 
time with them.Spent time with them by sharing their joy and sarrows.Radika is very intelligent girl.Made 
us happy with her singing and dancing skills.I told them to study well and to be in top of their 
class.Distributed fruits to them and spent good time with them.  - Anusha Jaladi(TCS), Volunteer

Mission Rajanikanth: Update



Sri SV Hariprasad, President chaired the meeting Further each trustee is requested to make 

and commenced proceedings. The board use of this event and invite like minded 

deliberated on the following points apart from people and corporate for the program so 

routine matters. that it would infuse life to ongoing projects. 

It has been decided to call special guests 

from Corporates, Social Work, Industry 
 This is the long term project of 

Associations for the event so that they would 
abhaya targeted to complete by 2015 with 

add value for abhaya's initiatives.
the help of corporate and well wishers. This 

aims at providing care for destitute on the The board 

streets and estimated cost of the project is deliberated on the matter and decided to 

about Rs.1 Cr. build a corpus of Rs.30 lakhs by the end of 

next 5 years. 
Abhaya Board Trustees met at Hyderabad at 

thabhaya home on Sunday the 25  September' This center was inaugurated at The need 

2011. The following are the members present for Gandhinagar, giving shelter for those was felt to bring in more and more regular 

the meeting: meritorious and poor students who are donors so that ongoing projects would go 

purusing higher/ professional education. smoothly.
uCS Balachandra Sunku, Founder

CS PS Rao & Sri Subramanyam garu 

uSri S V Hariprasad, President, Bangalore. promised to take care of establishment 

charges for next 2 years and accordingly 
uCS PS Rao, President Elect (2012-14), 

their center would be named behind their 
Hyderabad.

parents names.

uCS G Raghu Babu, Secretary Elect (2012-

14), Hyderabad.
all the trustees are being 

requested to be part of this event and uSri Subramanyam, Treasurer Elect (2012-

responsibility of bringing sponsors for the 14), Hyderabad

event has been taken by CS PS Rao, CS G 
uSri K S V Sivakrishna, Member, Hyderabad.

Raghu Babu and CS Balachandra Sunku. 

nSetting up abhaya home of hope at 

Hyderabad:

nBuilding of Corpus of abhaya: 

nSetting up of abhaya Value Center at 

Hyderabad: nLooking out for regular donors: 

nAbhaya  Annua l  Thank  G iv ing  

Ceremony: 

Abhaya  met at HyderabadBOARD OF TRUSTEES
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it is always inspiring!
Abhaya, Thanks for your kind reminder. I shall arrange my humble 

contribution through my beloved friend CA Ch.Mohan Rao of 

Coastal Projects Ltd., Hyderabad. Request you to be kindly be in 

touch with him. I shall be speaking to him tonight. Icould not 

arrange it in time as  I have come to Virginia (USA  my son's place. 

With regards to CS Ramakrishna garu. -  Yugandhar Paritala, 

Camp: USA.

(His good initiation of supporting Abhaya further motivated CA. Ch Mohan Rao & CS Varalakshmi at Coastal 

Projects Ltd., and in turn all of them contributed Rs.30,000/- encouraging good work being done by Abhaya)

I should be thankful to you all for giving me an opportunity to 

participate in this noble cause and I will be happy to do such 

support from time to time - CS Varalakshmi N, Company 

Secretary, Coastal Projects Ltd, Hyderabad

HSS may take 3 to 6 months to get back with a plan on 

contributions for abhaya's initiatives. Last I heard was they 

are still planning on a plan for getting with abhaya.  The 

process is that they identify a good project and then start 

raising the funds, since it is a non-profit organization they are 

not expected to keep any money with them at the end of the 

year. Will follow up with them again.  I am planning for a 

short visit to India. We can meet for 15 to 30 minutes if 

possible at Hyderabad – Koti Tummuru, USA 

We the Software Professionals working at Hitech City trying to rise funds Ganesh. We are aware, his left leg was amputated 

recently as he developed Gangrene. He requires money for the operation & medicines for ampute  the right leg now. Suchi 

and others will be visiting Ganesh family to help them and track the progress. The team also will be meeting Abhaya 

Foundation.  We will combine all donations at our end and use it for Ganesh's treatment. – Rohit, Hyderabad

It's pleasure interacting with you. The conversation which we 

had for 7 minutes, it's very much thought provoking. I will 

surely get back to you on this (abhaya's expectations as 

published in page no:). Need some more time to introspect 

and do bit of SWOT analysis as I don't want to make false 

commitments. Thanks for your time – Sahiti, EMRI, 

Hyderabad.

I would like to contribute Rs 2000 per month for any good cause which requires monthly support. Only one request..not 

to put my name in the newsletter or otherwise. – a Cost Accountant & Finance Professional, Hyderabad.

It was really nice talking to you. I appreciate the efforts you are putting in this noble effort. It would be my honour to be a part of this noble work. I would like to contribute 

monthly whatever I can from my side. Looking forward to this association. – Rupam Motilal, Oswal Investment Advisors Private Limited, Hyderabad.


